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year 2275.Monrovia,Liberia
Have you ever had a recurring dream? Mine is always
about a tsunami.
In my dream, everything feels real. I taste the
iodine-soaked salty spray, I smell the seaweed-reeking air, I
hear the thundering wall of death and feel earthquake
tremors gyrate the ground. I know many people cannot run
in their dream, as if weighed down by gravity, but I can, and
as best I can explain I reset reality. Viscerally, my life hangs
on a thin thread, a thread stretching through my
consciousness?
? and I need to pull that thread to reset the dream once
death washes over me, my consciousness fading.
FADE IN
Sometimes, I stand on a cliff looking down at the
washed-out beach. The wind whips my face, soaking me
with the ocean mist as the clouds turn ominously black.
Behind me, for as long as I can see, lies a solid bush? twigs
and branches so thick, I cannot escape through them. Ahead
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is the cliff and the approaching tsunami.
Am I scared? Fear is not the right word. While I feel
tremendous urgency, it?s more like I am solving a puzzle.
Remember the end of term exams in middle school?
Remember the white analogue clock above the green
chalkboard with the thinnest arrow nervously running
circles? Remember the blood pounding in your head and
your heightened awareness to any shuffling or whispering in
the room? Add to that, it is math class and you suck at math,
but you have that lingering sense that the lazy son of a bitch
you are, you need to work harder, apply 110% of your
brainpower, and you may just figure out how to solve this
seemingly impossible math problem. Remember scribbling
long lines of basic math equations that you had learned long
ago and trying to derive new mathematical relationships and
solutions, bypassing the integrals or fractals that you never
grasped?
Remember your brain racing like a feral animal in a maze?
Your senses are heightened and instincts are sharpened by
hundreds of thousands years of evolution, when your
ancestors honed them through one simple exercise: live,
breed, die, repeat.
In these dreams, I am a desperate student inventing a
new theorem to compensate for the lack of knowledge; or
that feral animal digging it?s way out through the maze wall
and beating the system ? whichever analogy works best for
you. This is how I feel about beating the Tsunami.
Every time the wave approaches, I strategize how to
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escape: can?t run through the bush and can?t jump off the
cliff either; the only remaining solution is to hold on to
something and let the wave wash over me.
First attempt: The wave comes and I hold my breath. It?s
not bad at first, deceptively calming, the way I probably felt
in my mother ?s womb. But oxygen quickly depletes and I
suffocate, because the water does not subside soon enough.
Second attempt: I try the same scenario again. I grab the
thorny hickory twigs struggling to disassociate from the pain
in my palms. I teach my brain to disregard the thorns
pricking the skin and drawing blood. I hear the wave behind
me, so close that at any second I will be submerged. I strive
to calm my breathing and ration the oxygen in my lungs.
This time the wave was not weakened by the impact from
the hill, and I receive the full-force blow of water - as hard as
a concrete wall - flying at me at the speed of a race car. I
black out.
Suddenly something changes: I realize that I am
dreaming. Instead of waking myself, a strange sense of calm
washes over me, and I continue running different tsunami
sequences with full awareness and a lot more efficiency.
Third attempt: This time, tsunami catches me at a
beachside restaurant. It?s a one-story building with its
foundation barely above sea level. I try running out of the
restaurant, but barely make it to the exit when the wave
smashes through the panoramic glass windows throwing
shards of glass, furniture, and metal railing. The restaurant
fills with water immediately, and I am caught in a whirlpool
of people, furniture, and debris, until my head is smashed
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against the wall.
Fourth attempt: The same restaurant overlooking the
ocean. The monstrosity of a wall emerges from the horizon. I
run through the screaming sticky mess of bodies trampling
each other like a herd of gazelles escaping a predator.
Running towards the exit, I am knocked off my feet by a
sharp metal rod piercing my body like a hot knife slicing
through a stick of butter. The restaurant around me fades
out.
FADE OUT
Come to think of it, the restaurant in my dreams looks a
lot like this one.

***

Anglers was owned by the same Liberian family for over
300 years. Back in the 21st century, Liberia was an extremely
poor country, with a handful of exorbitantly rich people who
either came from Lebanon and ran all the prospering
businesses in the country, or locals who made their riches
on corrupt government schemes, often related to
exploitative mining and bribery.
Anglers was acquired by a young Liberian, who returned
home after earning his business degree in Europe, and who
saved enough cash to challenge the owner to a game of
billiards. The Lebanese owner did not know that Abu spent
five years in Germany working various jobs in a famous bar
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that held billiards tournaments. He made friends with some
of the most famous European players, who gave him free
and often unsolicited lessons. During the afterhours, Abu
practiced his game and became quite good at it. In fact, he
was so good, that in his last year he even qualified to enter
the championship. Of course, he didn?t win it; that would be
unrealistic given the amount of talent that flocked there
every year from around the world. But Abu?s skill was good
enough to win him Anglers.

***

?People rarely bother thinking these days about how
things were before the Big Ice?, Otis Solarin mumbled
apologetically, pulling the chair for his lovely date as they
entered Anglers restaurant, ?but chronology is hard-wired
into my brain. After all, I am a historian; it?s like an
occupational hazard to me. Whenever I am attempting to
understand something, I go back in history looking for the
linchpin moment, like in case of finding the reason for these
damn tsunami dreams.?
Over the last 300 years or so, Anglers went from a
marginally profitable fish-and-chips joint in one of the
poorest countries in the world to a five-star restaurant,
located in the hotbed of human civilization. At least the
planet-side part of it.
In the 2190s, the effects of global warming were so
drastic that the world?s politicians implemented a daring, but
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barely researched project? chemical cooling of the planet,
which resulted in a DIY Ice Age. The ice descended from the
poles and stretched toward the equator, easing between the
zones of Tropical Cancer and Tropical Capricorn? the only
habitable zones left for humans.
By 2275, humanity became a broad generalization. Most
humans inhabit six orbital stations and a few austere
colonies in space. By the roll of the dice, Liberia, and West
Africa in general, became prime real estate as a source of
romantic attachment of the humans to the cradle of their
civilization. The world order was flipped like an hourglass.
Thus began the era of the Big Ice.
The natives of the surviving climate zone were the the
lucky ones, as they were presented with a choice: to stay on
Earth or to move to crammed quarters on one of the orbital
stations. Space-side living was not for the meek, and no
amount of flashy advertisement could convince Africaners
otherwise. In a sense, the planet-side folks were blessed to
have nightmares about tsunamis. The spacers?nightmares
always ended with suffocation in the vacuum.

***

Yenplu (pronounced Nyene-Plu) dug the fork in her vegan
fattoush salad, watching the waves through the panoramic
windows of the Anglers restaurant. Ny, as her friends called
her, was from the native-to-Liberia Bassa people, but the
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name was not traditional to Bassa. The name meant a ?white
woman,? and back in the day it was supposed to imply ?a
very beautiful woman?. Nobody is immune from parents?
ignorance. When Ny?s parents picked this name, they implied
it more or less literally, because the mix of her ancestry
resulted in her light complexion. Ny wrestled with accepting
her name all her life, feeling mixed up about the original
connotation. She couldn?t resign to the echo of oppressive
beauty standards of the past. Finally, she insisted to be
called Ny at all times, secretly implying it as the short form of
?deny?.
Otis and Ny had the table next to the window with the
ocean waves splashing against black smooth rocks just a few
meters away. A trip to Anglers was a rare treat, as they had
to book it a month in advance. That day they felt even luckier
because the ocean was stormy, and they both loved to
watch the waves roll in. The magic of the force of nature was
calming and completely surreal.
Otis was watching the waves with an extra edge,
searching the horizon for signs of an approaching tsunami.
He knew that when the tsunami is far enough, you cannot
distinguish it from the horizon. And when you actually notice
it, it?s entirely too late.
Otis knew that the fear of a tsunami was irrational. The
entire Liberian coast was equipped with tsunami sensors.
The ocean floor was equipped with the wave breakers, and
even though they would not prevent a tsunami, they would
greatly diminish its power. And yet, to him these recurring
dreams were as viscerally real as a paper cut.
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The rain grew stronger. It was the rainy season, and the
name was everything it promised to be. Neither of the old
friends were bothered by the rain. It was merely a force of
nature, and a very romantic one at that. Ny pulled the
blanket from the back of the chair over her shoulders and
peeled her gaze from the waves to react to Otis?s story.
?But we don?t have tsunamis here, in West Africa,? she
said.
?Not recently. Since these dreams kept coming back, I
looked it up. Apparently, there was one 73,000 years ago.
The scientists say that tsunami made any tsunami in human
history pale by comparison. It was caused by a sudden
eruption of a volcano in the ocean, obliterating the Cape
Verde Island? ?
?Is that so? Maybe you have genetic memory about it. You
know, the collective unconscious that Jung loved to talk
about.?
?Jung had brilliant intuition, and he cared a great deal
about dreams. I?d like to get his take on mine.? Otis smiled.
The wind sharply changed its direction and threw fine rain
mist through the open window. The waiter hurried to close
it, to the regret of the budding lovebirds who found it
bonding to be present in the face of nature. Although there
was zero danger associated with this rain, their genetic
memory stirred the survival instinct. Adrenaline coursed
their bloodstream, drawing blush to their cheeks and
warmth to cold fingers. Together with a glass of merlot, it
created a cozy magic around the two.
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Ny and Otis were in their late forties, with university
tenures, paid-off mortgages, no children, and each with a
sizable retirement account. In 2275, life was theirs for the
taking and they were soaking up every drop.
Meanwhile the waiter delivered Otis?s order. They placed
their orders a month ago, together with the table
reservation, so Ny had no idea what her partner was getting.
It was a cod fillet with a side of kasava fries, sautéed chard
and garlic, with bright lemon wedges on the side.
?Is that a real fish? Are you insane?? Ny whispered as if
being pulled into one of Agatha Christie?s murder mysteries.
?Oh come on, it?s not like it is a beef steak!? Said Otis with
a layer of exaggerated confidence. He himself felt as if
committing a small murder, if there was such a thing as a
small murder, but the temptation was too great.
?Oh Otis, do you have to be so gross? When was the last
time you saw anyone eating a steak??
Otis frowned his forehead, faking intense thinking, and
laughed.
?Come on, dear. We are in the Anglers, a 300-year-old
seafood restaurant! And it?s not like eating animal food is
illegal? ?
?Oh it?s not illegal, but it?s repulsive. And extremely
expensive.?
It was expensive alright. Otis could order five vegan fish
filets for the same amount of money. It was easy for Ny to
judge him. A third-generation vegan, she had no idea what a
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real fish tastes like. He, on the other hand, remembered
fishing with his dad on the boat off the coast of Sierra Leone
as a boy. Back then, he was a fisherman?s son, not a
professor of space history in the liberal university, where
eating animal products was socially frowned upon.
?Maybe it?s my carnivorous genetic memory percolating
today!? Otis tried to make light of it.
?Nice try.?
?Speaking of genetic memories, back to what you said
earlier, that I was accessing my collective unconscious
memory about this tsunami. Let?s say I think of it seriously
for a moment. First, Homo Sapiens species actually originate
from Africa, about 200,000 years ago. So you may be onto
something, Ny. I may be accessing the collective unconscious
memory of the survivors from 73,000 years ago.?
?Maybe, maybe ? We just scratched the surface of
quantum consciousness theories. The results of connected
consciousness experiments are mind-blowing.?
?On the other hand, maybe I am simply training my brain
for something in my sleep? For example, I am trying to deal
with middle life crisis or my own mortality? ?
?I don?t think you can apply ?middle life crisis?to yourself
just yet, but the rest of it makes sense,? pondered Ny. ?When
you are asleep, your brain is not busy running your body
and can reroute its efforts to something else. Whether your
brain is trying to process your genetic memories or to deal
with mortality, it would make perfect sense to do it in your
sleep? ?
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Otis considered for a second how esoteric their lunchtime
conversation had turned and smiled. Professors of all
generations are a bit prone to philosophic banter, he
thought. He also thought that tonight he would agree to
come in for a cup of coffee. It was time to make a move.
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73,000yearsago.theunkarihomeplanet lenauri.intergalactic
launchgacility
Ennuturat and Hundigar were ready to skip. They took
their seats at the two-person transporter, bringing the
systems online and plotting the course to their
destination? the research facility just several hundreds of
light-years away from home.
The Unkari originated from a small ancient galaxy that
was slowly being absorbed by the gravitational tides of a
larger, younger one. Living in such a volatile world, they
were running out of time. Within several generations, their
galaxy would be entirely swallowed by this gigantic
monstrosity with a raging black hole in the middle. Their
home world, Lenauri planet, would likely not survive.
Although the disaster was several generations away, the
sense of urgency was pressing over every Unkari, and each
one of them did their share to find a solution. Numerous
Unkari teams were scouting the universe in search of a new
habitat.
For several galactic rotations, they studied the genetic
material of certain species they encountered during one
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research mission. During that landmark trip, Ennuturat?s
team discovered previously unknown species, whose
abilities made the entire Unkari race almost religiously
scared. Those creatures could form mental networks and
reset reality to the moment of their choosing. They did not
manipulate time, as it appeared at first. It was the basic
fabric of space-time, down to the particle level, where
everything percolated in a primordial ocean of
possibilities? quantum superposition ? that they somehow
altered. These creatures could lock onto any possibility of
their choosing, their consciousness serving as the ultimate
observer. The creatures called this mysterious ability to
anchor the universe to a four-dimensional reality oscillation.
?We used to think that the universe branches out into the
multiverse foam, with every possibility becoming a reality in
some universe. These creatures made us rethink all we know
about the universe,? reported Ennuturat before the Council.
?Apparently, they lock in this part of the universe into a
four-dimensional cage. How they do it? We don?t know. But
we observed them resetting the reality numerous times,
choosing different actions if they didn?t like the
consequences. They also do not die of accidents? if anything
happens they reset the reality to avoid troubles.?
The head of the joint Unkari Council sprayed several
clouds of orange and blue powder in the air from the orifices
on the side of his limbs, indicating both fear and confusion.
?Ennuturat, with all due respect, this is hard to fathom. Are
you saying that they are immortal??
The grand hall of the Unkari highest collegiate governing
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body erupted in nervous commotion and various shades of
colored powder. Soon enough they could hardly see each
other literally drowning in their emotions.
?Order! Order, colleagues!? yelled the head of the Council,
restraining himself from spraying any more emotions in the
air. ?Ennuturat, proceed.?
?They are not immortal, master Counsellor. They die of
old age, and I must add, their life span is as short as an
elder ?s breath. We believe that since they die of old age, they
do not manipulate time. The only possible conclusion is that
they switch the primordial particle superposition like a light
switch?.
The 500 Unkari elders present in the room erupted in so
much nervous energy that the meeting was recessed. When
the emotional air cleared up and the honorable elders
returned to the room, Ennuturat concluded his report
suggesting to destroy the entire race arguing that this race is
too dangerous to be left alive.
The matter would have been settled unanimously if not
for one descending voice. Immirtau, nearly the oldest living
Unkari, was fragile, barely standing upright while addressing
the honorable gathering. It took him tremendous effort to
speak loudly enough so that everyone could hear. He
persevered knowing that the message was so important,
that even if he died right there on the floor after the speech,
it was worth the effort.
?How quickly you, my brothers, forget the principles of
decision-making! How quickly you abandoned your logic in
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the face of a little bit of fear! Don?t you realize that if the
collective consciousness of these creatures locks the
universe itself into a four-dimensional reality, where, and I
hate to state the obvious, colleagues, where all of us exist,
this may mean that without them the universe as we know it
may revert to the primordial ocean of particles. Do you want
to risk sliding into non-dimensional existence? Who among
you can guarantee that the universe itself will not vanish??
For the first time during this treacherous meeting silence
penetrated the grand hall. Immirtau?s argument was just
crazy enough to at least give it some thought. Upon several
long recesses, the decision was to decisively attack and
destroy the entire planet, but preserve a small colony,
sedated and unable to oscillate, for research.
A few galactic rotations later, the Council received the
report from the task force assigned to study the genetic
samples. The results were not promising. It was clear that
working with a small research sample in their lab was not
enough to create genetic diversity and isolate the gene that
was responsible for oscillation. The report concluded that
they need to move the second phase of the research, using a
planet-size research sample and allowing it to naturally go
though evolution. It was clear that there would be no
shortcuts in this project.
They identified a planet capable of supporting
carbon-oxygen life forms not far from Lenauri, in the
neighboring galaxy that was ripping their home apart. The
planet was seeded with the genetic material from the
oscillating species. And so the tedious research began: live,
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breed, die, repeat.
***

The transporter was positioned at the edge of a deep
crater. The perimeter of the crater was equipped with the
state-of-the-art technology for opening a portal through
space to the destination of Unkari?s choosing. The
destination was the observation post on the planet-lab for
growing the oscillating species. In order to keep their
presence secret, Unkari wisely decided to establish the
outpost on the ocean floor.
?What are the odds that the current sample will be
successful?? Hundigar asked, going over the specifications of
the route. Hundigar was not new to the project. Ennuturat
could not imagine what compelled young career-hungry
Hundigar to leave his secure office job on Lenauri to work on
the planetary site. Now Ennuturat had to put up with
Hundigar ?s never-ending questions.
?All the data checks out. They are still underdeveloped
compared to their ancestors, but we reached acceptable
similarity. The few previous iterations developed too many
dead-end gene sequences. They were not viable for further
research, so they were successfully eliminated from the
breeding pool.?
?What was the elimination process??
?Didn?t you read the materials?? sighed Ennuturat,
considering to perhaps apply for a separate transporter.
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?Uh, I definitely have read the materials,? lied Hundigar as
convincingly as he could. ?But it is always better to hear it
from someone who was there.?
?Well, the usual combination of protocol-approved
measures. Genetic viruses, natural disasters? You know, the
planetary scale action of course.?
?How exciting, Ennuturat. Are you excited? We may see
the first results in our lifetime!?
?Let?s focus on the coordinates, colleague, shall we??
Ouch. Ennuturat never missed the opportunity to jab
Hundigar ?s youth and ascribe various foolish traits to him,
traits that, in his opinion, were not there. Ennuturat was
simply jealous, thought Hundigar while finishing updating
the coordinates. Ennuturat used to report to him all the
time, while Hundigar supervised his project on the
Committee, and the two developed an ego riff the size of the
Itarian nebula! Hundigar was shaking his head, thinking
about all the times Ennuturat had treated him unfairly,
patronizing him like a small offspring, and they carried the
same rank. Why wouldn?t he see it? The reason why his work
was so well-accepted was because he, Hundigar, was
broadly qualified, and ? and ?
Lost in his thoughts, Hundigar did not notice that his limb
hit one key erroneously. Not that it would dramatically
change the destination point, but it was bad enough that
they might miss the launch platform at the destination point.
And so it happened.
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***

?Where are we?? Yelled Ennuturat as the transporter
exited the vortex and crash-landed in, obviously, the wrong
place.
Hundigar did not answer. The transporter crashed into
the foot of the ocean volcano. The impact made the ocean
floor ripple. The impact also caused Hundigar to hit his head
on the console so hard that the life force left his body.
?Poor bastard? ? Mumbled Ennuturat. ?At least he will not
have to go through the embarrassment of disqualification.?
With those words, the senior Unkari scientist manually
started the transporter again and drove it away from the
impact scene as soon as he could. The scanners
demonstrated a horrific development: the ocean volcano
became active because of the impact and was preparing to
erupt. Ennuturat was not worried for his own safety, as he
was entering a fortified lab dock. But the most promising
research sample would be destroyed when the tsunami hit
the land. Galactic rotations selective breeding to obtain a
stronger genetic sequence would be lost. Ennuturat was
nearing retirement, and with that his hope of witnessing the
initial results of his entire life?s work was dwindling away.
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year 2275.Theunkariresearchlabintheatlanticocean,earth
?Master Ennuturat! You need to see this! I have identified
a research subject that is going through the final stage! Look
at his brainwaves during the sleep period!?
Old Ennuturat slowly got off his reclined chair and
proceeded to the monitor, where his young assistant was
pulling up various databases on someone named Otis
Solarin.
?Hmm ? The coefficient of the thalamus activity
correlated with the oscillation ability is extremely high. Are
you sure he has the gene??
?Positive! I am so excited! This is the first time we received
this good of a result since the subject named Carl Jung,
although the gene was not passed onto either of his five
offspring. I?ve been monitoring Otis Solarin since birth. The
gene runs in his family.?
This youngster was too much like the foolish Hundigar,
with all his excitement and exuberant youth. Obviously, it
was not a compliment in Ennuturat?s vocabulary. He looked
thoughtfully outside the large transparent force field of the
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research lab that separated them from the ocean. A large
school of fluorescent fish hurried by, casting shadows on the
rippled sandy ocean floor, lit up with the green lights
surrounding the lab building. He would never admit it to
anyone, but he had grown to love this view and the serenity
of the ocean floor. Sometimes he would open the sound
channel and flood his personal quarters with the sounds of
the ocean. The songs of the aquatic species worked miracles
for his old body.
?Presuming it is so, and all checks out, do you think he
can oscillate when awake??
?Hmm ? I don?t know, master. We haven?t found anyone
who could yet. But I know someone on Erinozhan who is
creating an artificial field that would amplify the brain waves
and simulate the collective network effect of their ancestors.
Maybe he could oscillate in the field. But in any event, his
descendants, a generation or two away, will be able to. The
projections are unanimous.?
?We need him then. As soon as possible.?
?Master? ?
?Is this going to be an ethics lecture??
?Master ? You know as well as I do ? Abductions are
ruled illegal by the Council.?
?Black hole on their heads! When we are so close, they
decide to fall for this ?human rights?nonsense.?
?I know, master, it is extremely frustrating, but we have to
follow the protocol.?
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?So what do we do??
?Well, we discussed the First Contact for some time now.
Maybe this provides a good enough reason to officially
introduce ourselves. This Otis Solarin may agree to join our
research project willingly. With a little white lie of course, but
willingly nonetheless.?
Ennuturat was old school. Negotiating with the lab
animals was beyond his comprehension. But he knew one
thing for sure: this universe belonged to the new guard, for
better or worse. And the new Unkari, with their evolved
vision of these humans, would have to deal with their
dangerous ability. Looking towards eternity, Ennuturat had
resigned to this new vision, no matter what he personally
thought of it.
?Hmm ? First Contact you say. That should be fun? I?d
like to see their reaction when we come out of the ocean,?
said the old Unkari with a mischievous smile. ?Alright, send a
memo to the Council. If they approve, we?ll have some fun
before I drift into eternity.?
?Don?t say that, Master. You have many galactic rotations
ahead of you,? coaxed the young Unkari scientist, fully aware
that he was lying. But what?s a little white lie, when
someone?s peace of mind is at stake?

***

Back at Anglers, Otis and Ny finished their meal. Waiting
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for the bill to pop up on the small screen integrated in the
table, they were catching the last glimpses of the furious
waves. When the number pinged, Otis leaned forward
slightly to allow the system to read his retina that authorized
the payment, when Ny yelped and gripped his hand, driving
her short-cut nails in his skin.
?What is it, dear??
?Otis, look, I think it?s a tsunami!?

TO BE CONTINUED
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Love the story? Sign up for a free Advanced Reader 's Copy
of the novel that takes this story further. Click on the link
http://www.jalapenopublishing.com/ellie-maloney.html
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Year 2585. The Earth Nations are on the brink of war with
the Unkari, an alien race from Sagittarius Dwarf galaxy.
Captured during a failed reconnaissance mission, Lt. Mazula
and En. River are in the thick of the conspiracy."
Key Wor ds: scifi, fiction, alien, first contact, action, gender,
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W
hat it'slike:
It is somewhere on the intersection of hard sci-fi and
speculative fiction; it has a character-driven and
action-driven plot. It is somewhere between the Matrix,
Falling Skies, Da Vinci Code, the X-Files, and the Outer Limits.
If I have to pick literary influences, it would be an ensemble
of Heinlein, Bradbury, Murakami, and Le Guin. But really, it is
100 percent me: my geekiness, my anxieties, my dreams
about space adventures, and my challenge of life and death.

W
hat it'snot:
It is definitely not autobiographical. Come on, it is about
alien abductions, government conspiracies, and bending
reality. Although you never know. I have created a complex
world, rewriting the entire history of ... well ... the universe.
The story spans from the dawn of humanity (which is a
lot further away than you'd imagine), to hundreds of years
into the future. It is so tightly woven into the fabric of our
official reality that soon enough you will be seeing the world
from my fictional point of view. You will never think the same
way about your nightmares. You will never see yourself as
meaningless or expendable in this enormous universe.

Thebest part:
I don't need to tell you all the details; you will fill in the
blanks yourself using my framework.
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W
hoshouldnot readit:
If you don't believe in social commentary in fiction, this
story is probably not for you. I will challenge you, and in
many ways I will create a wishful narrative; the better reality
we all desire, but may never achieve. Writing this story gave
me a god-like freedom. Throw your PSYCH major at me if
you will, but these pages are my universe, and I make up
the rules. I believe in equality and settling the scores of
historic injustices. In my world, no person should ever suffer
for merely being different.
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